Placement Opportunity

Undergraduate (BA) student: ☒
Graduate (MA) student: ☒

Reference: SportsArena - Data Scientist
Company Name: SportsArena / http://www.sportsarena.co/
Company Type: High tech, Startup
Location: 2, Nahalat Yitzhak, Tek Aviv-Yafo
Duration of stay: 5-6 months

Company Description:

SportsArena is a cross platform app that enables and provides anyone the freedom to tailor and customize their own Sports information, customized to them. We provide live scores, news from the world's media, video highlights, statistics, fixtures, standings, tweets and a lot more. 365Scores' workplace is the perfect place to continue our goal, where we harness the love of sports and technology with an exciting multi-cultural vibe to continue to build and create our vision.

Location: Tel Aviv
Company size: 50-100 employees

Job Description and Tasks:
Data Scientist

Responsibilities:
● Selecting features, building and optimizing classifiers using machine learning techniques
● Processing, cleansing, and verifying the integrity of data used for analysis
● Doing ad-hoc analysis and presenting results in a clear manner
● Perform qualitative/quantitative analysis
● Creating automated anomaly detection systems and constant tracking of its performance
● True passion for understanding data and finding Insights
Requirements:

- Strong SQL with experience in querying large, complex data sets
- Data-oriented personality
- Knowledge in statistical tools and models
- B.Sc. in Statistics / Math / Engineering or other quantitative field
- Familiar with Python Coding
- Familiar with Columnar databases such as: GBC or Amazon RS. NoSQL databases such as: MongoDB, DynamoDB (Advantage)
- Great communication skills
- Good scripting and programming skills

Remuneration Details:

Transportation expenses of the intern will be covered. The intern will take part in all of the company's social activities (Happy hours, parties, outdoor fun activities)